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Abstrat: Models with extra dimensions are often invoked to resolve osmologial prob-
lems. We investigate the possibility of apparent aausality as seen by a brane-based ob-
server resulting from signal propagation through the extra dimensions. Null geodesis are
rst omputed in stati and osmologial single-brane models, following whih we derive
the equations of motion for the inter-brane distane in a two-brane senario, whih we use
to examine possible aausality in this more omplex setup. Despite observing signiant
eetive aausality in some situations there is no a priori solution to the horizon problem
using this mehanism. In the two-brane senario there an be signiant late time violation
of gravitational Lorentz invariane, resulting in the gravitational horizon being larger than
the partile horizon, leading to potential signals in gravitational wave detetors.
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1. Introdution
Reently there has been onsiderable interest in the novel suggestion that we live in a
Universe that possesses more than four dimensions. The standard model elds are assumed
to be onned to a hypersurfae (or 3-brane) embedded in this higher dimensional spae,
in ontrast the gravitational elds propagate through the whole of spaetime [110℄. In
order for this to be a phenomenologially relevant model of our universe, standard four-
dimensional gravity must be reovered on our brane. There are various ways to do this,
the most obvious being to assume that the extra dimensions transverse to our brane are
1
ompat. In this ase gravity an be reovered on sales larger than the size of the extra
dimensions [57℄. This is dierent from earlier proposals sine the restritions on the size
of the extra dimensions from partile physis experiments no longer apply, as the standard
model elds are onned to the brane. The extra dimensions only have to be smaller
than the sale on whih gravity experiments have probed, of order 1mm at the time of
writing. Another way to reover four-dimensional gravity at large distanes is to embed a
positive tension 3-brane into an AdS5 bulk [9,10℄. In this senario four-dimensional gravity
is obtained at sales larger than the AdS radius. Randall and Sundrum showed that this
ould produe sensible gravity even if the extra dimension was not ompat.
The osmology of these extra dimension senarios has been investigated and the Fried-
man equation derived and shown to ontain important deviations from the usual 4-dimen-
sional ase [1113℄. Some inationary models have been investigated [14℄, as have brane
world phase transitions, topologial defets and baryogenesis [15℄.
The possibility that various osmologial problems ould be solved in an extra-dimen-
sional senario has been examined by several authors; however a novel suggestion that
ould possibly resolve the horizon problem was made in [16℄, where Chung and Freese
used a variety of simple metris to demonstrate that gravity signals, propagating either
purely in the extra dimension or via a seond hidden brane, ould onnet regions of our
four-dimensional universe naïvely thought to be ausally unonneted. Suh a mehanism
would have important osmologial onsequenes as it ould greatly alter the size of the
partile horizon as well as possibly providing a method of experimentally onrming the
existene of extra dimensions.
The aim of this present work is to fully investigate both the one and two brane meha-
nisms proposed by Chung and Freese, in a muh more general, physially aeptable brane
world senario: that of a non-Z2 symmetri osmologial model with a non-zero Weyl tensor
omponent [1722℄.
In the single brane ase we examine numerially the nature of null geodesis leaving our
3-brane at various times in the universe: whether they return to our 3-brane or freeze out
at the horizon; their apparent speed relative to that of light as viewed by a four-dimensional
observer; and how these attributes depend on the initial veloity of the geodesis. The eet
on the geodesis of breaking the Z2 symmetry and of varying the Weyl tensor omponent is
also investigated fully. We have therefore onsiderably generalised the previous work done
on the subjet [2325℄, showing that there are only signiant deviations from Lorentz
invariane at early times.
The seond ase, where signals travel along a hidden brane, has not previously been
investigated in any realisti senario: the metris used in [16℄ were not solutions to Einstein's
equations. In order to examine the two brane ase fully, the non-linear equation of motion
of the inter-brane distane (otherwise known as the osmologial radion R [26℄) is onisely
derived and is used to evaluate the relative speeds of signals on the seond brane ompared
to the rst, quantitatively for the stationary ase and qualitatively for the moving brane
ase. It is found that although signals an in some situations propagate along the seond
brane signiantly faster than along ours, it is not a large enough eet to solve the horizon
problem; on the other hand we do get signiant violation of Lorentz invariane at late
2
times suh that the gravitational horizon is larger than the partile horizon. This ould
lead to signals in future gravitational wave detetor experiments.
The paper is organised as follows: the general setup and geodesi equations are derived
in setion 2); setion 3 ontains a brief disussion of geodesis in the normal Randall
Sundrum model [23℄. We start, in setion 4, by investigating non-osmologial (i.e. stati)
solutions of Einstein's equations, with the RandallSundrum model extended by admit-
ting [19℄ the possibility of Z2-symmetry breaking aross the brane, as well as perturbations
from perfet tuning; the behaviour of null geodesis in the ve-dimensional theory is exam-
ined both analytially and numerially. We then extend the investigation in setion 5 to
fully osmologial solutions of Einstein's equations without mirror symmetry, numerially
investigating the possibilities for solving the horizon problem in a similar fashion to [25℄.
In setion 6 we onsider the possible aausality in a two brane senario where in general
the seond brane is moving. Our onlusions are disussed in setion 7.
2. Geodesis in 5-dimensional Einstein Gravity
Throughout this paper we investigate the behaviour of geodesis in a variety of dierent
brane world senarios. In this setion we desribe both the general setup and the assump-
tions that have been made, as well as giving the equations from whih all the results in this
paper are derived.
In eah senario that we investigate, it is assumed that the ve-dimensional spaetime
satises three-dimensional homogeneity and isotropy as we are mainly interested in real-
isti osmologial models. We hoose to work in a `brane-based' oördinate system as it
will failitate physial interpretation of the results. We therefore assume that the four-
dimensional universe in whih we reside is situated on a 3-brane whih is hosen to be at
the origin of the extra dimension (y = 0). This implies that the most general metri must
have the form
ds2 = −n2(t, y)dt2 + a2(t, y)γijdxidxj + dy2, (2.1)
where t is the osmi time on our brane, xi represents the three spatial dimensions of our
brane, and y is the oördinate of the extra dimension. γij is the maximally symmetri
three-dimensional metri with k = −1, 0, 1 parameterizing the spatial urvature, although
throughout most of this paper k will be set to zero. The bulk is assumed to be empty
exept for a osmologial onstant Λ, and therefore the metri is obtained by solving the
ve-dimensional Einstein's equations
4
,
GAB − ΛgAB = κ2TAB, (2.2)
where we dene κ2 ≡ 1/M˜35 , M˜5 being the fundamental (redued) ve-dimensional Plank
Mass. In the single brane senario, the energy-momentum tensor TAB takes the form,
TAB = δ(y)diag(ρ0, P0, P0, P0, 0), (2.3)
4
We use the standard brane world onvention in that lower-ase Roman indies (suh as i, j) run aross
the normal spae dimensions (1 to 3); Greek indies (µ, ν) run aross time and normal spae (0 to 3), while
apital Roman indies (A, B) over all spae and time dimensions (0 to 3 and 5).
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and for the two brane senario,
TAB = δ(y)diag(−ρ0, P0, P0, P0, 0) + δ(y −R(t))diag(−ρ2, P2, P2, P2, 0). (2.4)
where we follow the notation used in [26℄ by dening ρ0 and ρ2 to be the energy density
of our brane and of the seond brane respetively, and by dening the pressures P0 and P2
similarly. The position of the seond brane given by y = R(t), is in general time dependent.
In Setions (4) and (5) we use solutions of Einstein's equations that do not possess a
Z2 symmetry (or mirror symmetry) aross the brane. For a full disussion of this topi
see [1722℄.
2.1 Geodesi Equations
Here we derive the neessary geodesi equations orresponding to the metri given by equa-
tion (2.1). In what follows the notation is suh that dots indiate dierentiation with
respet to the ane parameter and dashes with respet to the fth dimension, y, leav-
ing
∂
∂t as the dierentiation operator with respet to oördinate time. Starting from the
variational priniple
δS = δ
∫
Lds = 0, (2.5)
with
L =
√
gABx˙Ax˙B, (2.6)
we an derive the equations of motion for test partiles. We shall prinipally be onerned
here with lightlike geodesis, whih means that we an onsider the variation of
∫L2ds, so
that the eetive Lagrangian density is −n2(t, y)t˙2+a2(t, y)x˙ix˙i+y˙2, giving Euler-Lagrange
equations:
t¨ =
1
n
(
∂n
∂t
t˙2 − 2n˙t˙− ∂a
∂t
θiθi
a3n
)
x˙i =
θi
a2
(2.7)
y¨ = −θiθi
a2
(
n′
n
− a
′
a
)
− n
′
n
y˙2,
where θi are integration onstants. For null geodesis, with whih we shall be exlusively
onerned in this study, we have the additional onstraint that the test partile must move
at the speed of light; this tells us that the rst integral of the t equation above must be of
the form
n2t˙2 = y˙2 +
θiθi
a2
. (2.8)
These equations will be used extensively throughout setions 3, 4 and 5 to evaluate possible
shortuts through the bulk.
3. Geodesis in the Randall-Sundrum Model
3.1 The Randall-Sundrum Metri
The Randall-Sundrum model, as initially presented [9,10℄ is not a osmologial one; rather,
it is inluded here as a simple model to develop the reasoning employed in rather more
4
ompliated ases. It may be derived from the above, general, metri Ansatz given in
equation (2.1) by taking n(/t, y) = a(/t, y) = a(y), and then solving Einstein's equations
while assuming a Z2 symmetry aross eah brane. Provided that the bulk osmologial
onstant Λ is less than zero, and that energy densities of eah of the branes are tuned suh
that
κ2ρ0 = −κ2ρ2 =
√
−6Λ, (3.1)
the familiar Randall-Sundrum metri is reovered:
ds2 = e−2µ|y|ηµνdx
µdxν + dy2, (3.2)
whih implies that
n(y) = a(y) = e−µ|y|. (3.3)
µ is the inverse of the AdS5 urvature radius and is given by µ =
√−Λ/6.
3.2 RS Geodesis
We an immediately see that the Randall-Sundrum model is not going to help us solve the
horizon problem. The loal speed of light is everywhere the same, beause n(y) = a(y),
and so even if o-brane null geodesis an return to the brane, they will return with an
eetive sub-luminal veloity.
However, the Randall-Sundrum model does not exhibit even this kind of behaviour; as
shown in [23℄, the geodesi follows the path given by
e2µy = e2µy0 + 2µy˙0e
2µy0t− v2µ2t2, (3.4)
with v2 = ηµν x˙
µx˙ν .
As a side note, v2 = 0 does not neessarily orrespond to a lightlike geodesi, as laimed
in setion 2 of [23℄, as the ondition for lightlike behaviour is gABx˙
Ax˙B = 0, whih inludes
an extra y˙2.
4. Geodesis in Other Stati Braneworld Models
4.1 Obtaining the Metri
We relax some of the assumptions made in the Randall-Sundrum model; speially, we
no longer impose strit Z2 symmetry, nor do we ne-tune the bulk osmologial onstant.
Further to the relaxation of ne-tuning and Z2 symmetry, we must also adapt the Ansatz
so that n(y) is no longer equal to a(y) to obtain a self-onsistent solution.
The G00 equation from [11℄ yields
a2(y) = cosh(2µy) +A sinh(2µy), (4.1)
where we have impliitly saled so that a0 = a|y=0 = 1. To onsider the loss of Z2 or mirror
symmetry, when we apply the Israel juntion ondition
[a′(y)] = −κ
2
3
ρ, (4.2)
5
where [f ] = f(0+)− f(0−), we make the assumption that a′(0+) = −a′(0−) + da, giving
µA = −κ
2
6
ρ+
da
2
; (4.3)
da = 0 for Z2-symmetri braneworlds. Then, parameterizing the lak of ne-tuning by
r =
κ2ρ
6µ
(4.4)
and the Z2 symmetry breaking by
d =
da
2µ
, (4.5)
we obtain
a(y) =
√
cosh(2µ|y|) + (d− r) sinh(2µ|y|). (4.6)
The G55 equation then yields
n(y) =
sinh(2µ|y|) + (d− r) cosh(2µ|y|)
(d− r)√cosh(2µ|y|) + (d− r) sinh(2µ|y|) , (4.7)
whih has again been saled so that n(y = 0) = 1; this solution may then be substituted
into the other Einstein equations and juntion onditions to hek that it is self-onsistent.
4.2 Geodesis in Stati Non-Z2 Brane Worlds
Sine the Lagrangian density L given by equation (2.5) does not depend expliitly on
oördinate time t, we may obtain a further rst integral of the form
t˙ =
θ0
n2(y)
, (4.8)
and so straight from the Lagrangian onstraint for lightlike geodesis we have
y˙2 =
θ20
n2(y)
− θiθi
a(y)2
. (4.9)
This is eetively a onservation of energy equation, with a kineti term proportional to y˙2
and a potential of the form
V (y) = − θ
2
0
n2(y)
+
θiθi
a(y)2
. (4.10)
We may therefore reason that rstly if a geodesi starts its life on our brane (at y = 0) then
we have, sine y˙2 ≥ 0,
θ20 ≥ θiθi. (4.11)
Further, if the geodesi is ever to return, then y˙ must at some point be zero, so
θ20
(
1
n2(y)
− γ
2
a2(y)
)
, (4.12)
6
where 0 < γ2 = θiθi
θ2
0
< 1, must be zero at some positive value of y. Rearranging and
substituting the above solution for the metri, we nd that the positions at whih y˙ = 0,
denoted by y±t , satises
cosh(2µy±t ) + (d− r) sinh(2µy±t ) = ±γ
sinh(2µy±t ) + (d− r) cosh(2µy±t )
(d− r) , (4.13)
or
y±t =
1
2µ
tanh−1
[
(d− r)(±γ − 1)
(d− r)2 ∓ γ
]
. (4.14)
However, there ould be a horizon intervening between y = 0 and this point; a horizon
will our if either of a(y) or n(y) is equal to zero. We split the analysis into two parts,
one for (d − r) > −1 and one for (d − r) < −1, reminding the reader that (d − r) = −1
orresponds to the Randall-Sundrum braneworld. Below, subsript t refers to the geodesi
turning point, while subsript h to the position of the horizon.
4.2.1 The (d− r) > −1 Case
For (d − r) > −1, a(y) (equation 4.6) is never zero beause cosh(2µy) > sinh(2µy) for all
y. n(y) = 0 gives (from equation 4.7)
y>h =
1
2µ
tanh−1(r − d). (4.15)
Then y−t (equation 4.14) is learly greater than y
>
h (as (d−r)2 < 1); also y+t is either greater
than y>h or is negative (the latter when (d − r)2 < γ). Thus a geodesi leaving our brane
in the positive y diretion for (d− r) > −1 will always reah a horizon at y = y>h , and will
for an observer on the brane therefore never return. See gures 1 and 2 for illustrations of
a sample geodesi in this régime.
4.2.2 The (d− r) < −1 Case
For (d− r) < −1, n(y) is never zero, and a(y) = 0 gives
y<h =
1
2µ
tanh−1
1
(r − d) . (4.16)
This is always greater than y−t whih is the smaller of the two turning points, and so for
(d− r) < −1, the geodesi will turn around at a y value of
yt =
1
2µ
tanh−1
[
(r − d)(1 − γ)
(d− r)2 − γ
]
. (4.17)
Figures 3 and 4 similarly show a sample geodesi for (d− r) < −1.
5. Cosmologial Models
5.1 The non-Z2 Symmetri Cosmologial Metri
In this Setion we investigate the behaviour of geodesis in the full osmologially realisti,
non-Z2 symmetri brane world senario (see [19℄ for more details). In order to obtain
7
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Figure 1: Graph of y against oördinate time for a geodesi in a stati untuned (d − r = −0.9)
braneworld with x˙0 = −0.5. The dotted line represents the alulated y>h horizon position.
standard osmology at late times we make the usual assumption, rst noted by [12℄, that
our brane possesses an energy density whih is the sum of the brane tension σ and a physial
energy density ρ, and we assume that the brane tension and bulk osmologial onstant
are tuned to ensure that the eetive four-dimensional osmologial onstant is zero. The
Friedman equation is then given by [19℄,
H20 =
(
a˙0
a0
)2
=
κ4σ
18
ρ +
κ4
36
ρ2 − k
a20
+
C
a40
+
F 2
(ρ+ σ)2a80
, (5.1)
where a0(t) = a(t, 0), C is the dark radiation term orresponding to a non-zero Weyl tensor
omponent, and F represents the extent to whih the Z2 symmetry is broken. Motivated
by previous work on geodesis [24℄ whih suggests that more interesting eets are to be
seen at earlier times, we assume a radiation dominated universe and therefore set
ρ =
λ
a0(t)4
, (5.2)
where λ is some onstant. We an now use the bulk solutions to the metri Ansatz (2.1)
whih have been found for a single brane without reetion symmetry in an innite fth
dimension [19℄, and are given by
a2(t, y) = a20(t) (A(t) cosh 2µy +B(t) sinh 2µy + C(t)) , (5.3)
8
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Figure 2: Graph of x against oördinate time for a geodesi in a stati untuned (d − r = 0.9)
braneworld with x˙0 = −0.5. Note that as the geodesi goes towards the horizon its x-veloity
dereases.
where µ as before, is dened in terms of the bulk osmologial onstant Λ as µ =
√−Λ/6.
The purely time dependent onstants A(t), B(t), and C(t) are given by
A(t) = 1 + (1 + w)
ρ
σ
+
1
2
ρ2
σ2
+
f2ρ2
2(σ + ρ)2
(5.4)
B(t) = −(1 + ρ
σ
) ± fρ
(σ + ρ)
(5.5)
C(t) = −(1 + w)ρ
σ
− 1
2
ρ2
σ
− f
2ρ2
2(σ + ρ)2
. (5.6)
Here w and f are dimensionless onstants dened by w ≡ 18C/κσλ and f ≡ 6F/κ2σλ, and
the ±-signs in the expression for B(t) give the two dierent solutions on either side of the
brane. The solution for n(t, y) is given in terms of a(t, y) as:
n(t, y) =
a˙(t, y)
a˙0(t)
, (5.7)
where from now the dots denote dierentiation with respet to oördinate time.
To nd a0(t), we must solve the Friedman equation (5.1); however, for f 6= 0, there
is no analytial solution, and so it must be solved numerially; this presents a problem,
however, due to the initial singularity. Therefore, to solve this equation we approximate
9
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Figure 3: Graph of y against oördinate time for a geodesi in a stati untuned (d − r = −1.1)
braneworld with x˙0 = −0.5. The dotted line represents the alulated y turnaround position.
the f2 term for early times, when ρ≫ σ, as f2σ2; the solution is then, as in [19℄,
a0 =
{
γf
(
1 +w
fσ
[
cosh
2σf
3M˜35
t− 1
]
+
1
σ
sinh
2σf
3M˜35
t
)} 1
4
. (5.8)
This solution will be approximately valid to some time t0; as an estimate of that time, we
nd when ρ = 4σ, giving
1 + w
f
[
cosh
2σf
3M˜35
t0 − 1
]
+ sinh
2σf
3M˜35
t0 =
f
4
, (5.9)
or
t0 =
3M˜35
2σf
log

1+w
f +
f
4 +
√
(1+wf +
f
4 )
2 − (1+wf )2 + 1
1+w
f + 1
 . (5.10)
Over the range of values of interest (0 < w < 0.2, 0 < f < 60), t0 >
1
20
3M˜3
5
2σf , (see
gure 5) and so we may safely take the initial onditions for numerial integration of the
Friedman equation as our approximate solution at t = 140
3M˜3
5
2σf . This an then be numerially
integrated using the full Friedman equation (5.1) to generate the solutions of the Einstein
equations.
5.2 Geodesis
We would expet at late times for geodesis to be similar to the stati ase, assuming that
the dynamial timesale is muh smaller than the osmologial one. This appears broadly
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Figure 4: Graph of x against oördinate time for a geodesi in a stati untuned (d − r = −1.1)
braneworld with x˙0 = −0.5. The dotted line represents a light ray moving on the brane. Note that
the true null geodesi has overed a greater distane on return to the brane than the light ray in
the same time t; lower magnitudes of x˙0 lead to higher superluminosities.
to be the ase, though the position or ross-setion of the horizon would need to be tuned
for an adequate omparison. The main dierene is that for large dynamial times there
will be a ertain amount of asymmetry in the geodesi's path, due to the hanging sale
fator a = a(t, y).
Consider gure 6, whih shows null geodesis leaving the brane at a time t0 suh that
a0(t0) = 0.5, when the ρ
2
term dominates in the Friedman equation
5
. In that gure, both
geodesis have an initial y˙ of 0.975 (where the speed of light is 1); the dierene is that
the dotted geodesi is in a braneworld with broken Z2 symmetry (f = 0.1, in the notation
of [19℄). The graph has been ut o so that the path of the returning geodesi is lear; the
f = 0.1 geodesi asymptotially (as t tends to innity) reahes the horizon in the bulk. It is
perhaps slightly learer when viewed in onjuntion with gure 7, whih shows that when
the geodesi in the f = 0.1 world reahes x of about 290 it is at the horizon, at whih point
it will move with the horizon in the y diretion.
Let us next examine gures 8 and 9, in whih we have taken a number of geodesis as in
gures 6 and 7, and examined the superluminosity of the returning signal; in other words,
how muh faster than light, whih is onstrained to travel along the brane with speed
1
a0(t)
,
is the true null geodesi.
The results are perhaps surprising at rst sight. Coneptually there are two separate
5
Though extensive tests have shown that there is no partiular dierene in between the régimes.
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Figure 5: A graph of t0 (for w = 0) over a range of values of f ; this is used to determine the point
at whih numerial integration of the Friedman equation must begin.
eets happening here. One is that spae is `warped'; loosely, there is an eµy fator warping
spae in the bulk, meaning that null geodesis an over eetively muh greater distanes.
Thus, the farther into the bulk that the geodesi penetrates, the more superluminal the
geodesi will be. However, there is a ompeting eet due to the presene of a horizon in
the bulk; the horizon is only a oördinate singularity, but sine it is a singularity in the
physial brane oördinates it is nevertheless of physial relevane, in that geodesis that
reah the horizon never return from the point of view of an observer on the brane.
Null geodesis that have too large a veloity omponent in the fth dimension will not
be able to esape the horizon. Thus, at very high y˙0, the geodesis will not return to the
brane before the end of the universe. Null geodesis with small initial y˙, however, will be
onned to the brane.
In between these two régimes, what will happen? At some ritial angle, the eet of
the horizon will begin to dominate over the eet of the warped spaetime, and onsequently
there will be a maximum in the ratio of gravitational to eletromagneti eetive speeds.
As disussed in [24℄, the maximal superluminal eet will be obtained when the hier-
arhy is the most pronouned experimentally-allowed value, and the null geodesi is set o
at the earliest physial time possible (of the order of M−15 ). However, it is not beause of
any partiularly stronger warping at this earlier time, but rather beause the geodesi an
spend muh `longer' in the warped area before returning to the brane. Thus there is no
disrepany in priniple
6
between the relatively low superluminal values shown here and
6
Unfortunately it is not possible without extensive ode writing to numerially investigate this gure in
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Figure 6: Graph of y against oördinate time for a geodesi in a osmologial braneworld with
y˙0 = 0.975. The returning geodesi is in a Z2-symmetri braneworld, while the one tending towards
the horizon has f = 0.1. The geodesis were set o at a0 = 0.5
the gure of 103 quoted in [24℄.
It appears from gures 8 and 9 that the eet of inluding asymmetry
7
is to inrease
the horizon ross-setion, for geodesis leaving at equivalent times (taken as equal redshifts,
or, what amounts to the same thing, equal energy densities), and also to derease the ratio
of the speeds even for geodesis that do not go anywhere near the horizon.
The eet of the start time on the superluminosity is suh that when the ρ2 term
dominates, at early times the superluminosity is inreased (see gure 10). A orresponding
late-time graph is not shown, as the ross-setion of the horizon has inreased to suh an
extent that almost all geodesis hit the horizon and do not return, from whih we note that
the aausality in this model is maximal at early time, with energy leakage from the brane
at later times.
Inluding dark radiation likewise dampens the superluminosity; gure 11 shows the
eet of inluding a dark radiation term w = 2 in the alulation. Note that this value of
w is well outside the nuleosynthesis bound [27℄, and is tested in our investigation only so
as to exaggerate any possible visible eet.
this framework, as the maximal superluminosity will be obtained with an initial y˙ of somewhere between
1− 10
−15
and 1.
7
We have shown here results with positive f only, as results with f < 0 are physially similar.
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Figure 7: Graph of x against oördinate time for a geodesi in a osmologial braneworld with
y˙0 = 0.975. The geodesis are the same as in Figure 6. Note that the f = 0.1 geodesi asymptotially
tends to a maximal x = x(τH), where τH is the value of the ane parameter when the geodesi
rosses the horizon.
6. The Two Brane Model
It would seem from the above results, that the possibility of null signals taking shortuts
through the bulk in the single brane senario would not solve the well known osmologial
horizon problem as the apparent speeds of suh gravity signals are not signiantly greater
than the speed of light signals onned to the brane. Due to this, we now investigate an
alternative suggestion made by [16℄, whih was that a 2-brane senario ould provide a
solution to the horizon problem. By investigating a variety of `toy' metris, Chung and
Freese showed that apparently aausal signals ould be sent between dierent points on
our brane, via the seond hidden brane. These signals would, as before, bring in to ausal
ontat regions of our Universe that would have otherwise been unable to ommuniate.
In order for this method to work, a metri of the following form was assumed:
ds2 = dt2 − e−2µya2(t)dx2 − dy2, (6.1)
where y orresponds to one extra spatial dimension. Our brane and the hidden brane were
assumed to be at y = 0 and y = R respetively. The distane DAE travelled by a null
signal on our brane in time tf is then (see gure 12)
DAE =
∫ tf
0
dt
a(t)
. (6.2)
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Figure 8: The ratio of gravitational to eletromagneti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ompo-
nent of veloity in the fth dimension, in a Z2-symmetri braneworld. a0(t0) = 0.5.
However, if it is possible for a null signal to leave our brane, interat with and therefore
travel along the hidden brane, before eventually returning to our world, we an then ask
how far it would have appeared to have travelled DAD, in time tf . If it takes a time tc to
ross between the branes then this distane would be given by
DAD = e
µR
∫ tf−tc
tc
dt
a(t)
. (6.3)
Therefore if eµR ≫ 1 then DAD ≫ DAE and the horizon problem will be solved. The major
problem with this suggestion is that it involves metris that are not realisti. It relies upon
there being a onformal fator that aets the spatial part of the four-dimensional metri
only. In typial Randall-Sundrum Brane World models the metri is usually of the form
ds2 = e−2µyηµνdx
µdxν − dy2, (6.4)
and hene the horizon problem will remain unsolved.
6.1 A Cosmologially Realisti Metri
The above metris (6.1) and (6.4) are obviously not realisti desriptions of our Universe;
it is therefore worthwhile to onsider if the above proposed solution to the horizon problem
will work for a osmologial metri. If w, f and k are set to zero, the solutions to Einstein's
equations given by (5.3) an be greatly simplied. Writing a(t, y) in terms of exponentials
gives
a(t, y)2 =
a20e
−2µy
4
[
ρ
σ
e2µy − (ρ
σ
+ 2)
]2
, (6.5)
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This an be further simplied to give
a(t, y) = a0 (cosh µy − η0 sinhµy) , (6.6)
whih an be used with equation (5.7) to give
n(t, y) = (cosh µy − η˜0 sinhµy) , (6.7)
We have dened
η0 = 1 +
ρ
σ
, η˜0 = η0 +
η˙0
H0
. (6.8)
Here, H0 is the Hubble onstant on the brane at y = 0, given by equation 5.1 and an now
be written in the form
H20 =
κ4
36
ρ20 −
Λ
6
= µ2
(
η20 − 1
)
. (6.9)
In order for there to be a signiant dierene in the relative `speeds' of null signals travelling
along the two branes, we require that n/a is larger for some y than it is for y = 0, i.e. that
n(t, y)
a(t, y)
≫ n(t, 0)
a(t, 0)
⇔ coshµy − η˜0 sinhµy
a0(cosh µy − η0 sinhµy) ≫
1
a0
. (6.10)
An aeptable equation of state on our brane demands that ρ ∝ a−q0 and this implies that
η˜0 = η0 − qρ/σ and therefore that η˜0 < η0. Beause of this the ratio n/a will diverge as
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y → yh, where yh is the position of the horizon dened by a(t, yh) = 0 and is given by
tanhµyh =
1
η0
. (6.11)
This suggests that null signals may travel along the seond brane at muh greater `speeds'
than on our brane, provided the seond brane is lose to the horizon. Unfortunately, to
orretly alulate the dierene in speeds, we need to know the motion of the seond brane
with respet to the one at y = 0.
6.2 General Behaviour of the Inter-brane Distane
In this setion we use a simple non-perturbative method to derive the general equation of
motion for the inter-brane distane otherwise known as the osmologial radion and denoted
by R(t), whih was rst derived by [26℄. For alternative approahes to this topi see [2831℄.
Noting rst that if the seond brane follows a trajetory given by y = R(t), then the
indued 4-dimensional metri on the seond brane is given by
ds2 = −
[
n2(t,R(t)) − R˙2
]
dt2 + a2(t,R(t))dx2 (6.12)
= −dτ2 + a22(τ)dx2, (6.13)
where τ has been dened as the proper time as seen by an observer on the seond brane.
The expansion rate of the seond brane as seen by an observer on our brane is simply
H2(t) =
1
a2
da2
dt
=
(
a˙
a
+
a′
a
R˙
)
2
, (6.14)
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Figure 12: A Null signal that remains on our brane goes from A to E in time tf , one whih leaves
the brane ould travel between A, B, C and then return to our brane at D in the same time as the
rst signal reahes E.
and as seen by an observer on the seond brane itself
H2(τ) = 1
a2
da2
dτ
= H2(t)
dt
dτ
(6.15)
=
(
a˙
a
+
a′
a
R˙
)(
n2 − R˙2
)−1/2
. (6.16)
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This equation for H2 is important as it relates the expansion rate of the seond brane (with
respet to proper time) to R and R˙. It does not seem so useful at rst, as alulating H2
ould be diult; however, we know that the brane world Friedman equation given by (6.9)
is derived from a purely loal analysis and that should we have hosen the seond brane to
be stationary and at y = 0, we would have derived the equivalent Friedman equation with
ρ replaed by ρ2. This means that H2(τ) must have the form
H22(τ) =
κ4
36
ρ22 −
Λ
6
= µ2
(
η22 − 1
)
. (6.17)
Where we have dened η2 = ρ2/σ. Equation (6.17) ensures that the seond brane is Z2
symmetri and that it evolves aording to the juntion onditions of the extrinsi urvature
tensor, just as equation (6.9) ensures similar behaviour for our brane. At this point we use
the following identity
8
whih is obtained from the Einstein equations and is derived in [27℄:
(
a˙
na
)2
=
a′2
a2
− µ2, (6.18)
giving
H22 =
(
a˙
na
)2
− a
′2
a2
+ µ2η22 . (6.19)
Substituting (6.19) into (6.15) and rearranging nally gives the following rst order equation
for R˙:
R˙ = n
(
− a
′a˙
a2n
± µ2η2
√
η22 − 1
)(
a˙2
n2a2
+ µ2η22
)−1
. (6.20)
This an be rewritten in the form found by [26℄
a′
a
+
a˙
n2a
R˙ = µη2
(
1− R˙
n2
)1/2
. (6.21)
In order to investigate aausal signals we will be interested in a stationary seond brane, and
therefore need an equation for R¨. [26℄ have shown that by dierentiating (6.21) with respet
to time, onsidering the three-dimensional symmetries of the bulk energy momentum tensor,
and the Z2-symmetry of the branes, it is possible to derive the following equation for R¨
R¨
n2
+
n′
n
(
1− 2R˙
2
n2
)
− n˙
n
R˙
n2
= −(2µη2 + 3µp2)
(
1− R˙
2
n2
)3/2
. (6.22)
Equations (6.20) and (6.22) govern the evolution of R and will be used in the next two
setions to evaluate the dierene in the speeds of null signals travelling along eah brane.
8
Note that although the derivation is done here for f = k = w = 0, this method generalizes to
braneworlds with non-zero values of these parameters with the use of the appropriate Friedman equation
for equation 6.17 and identity for equation 6.18.
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6.3 Aausal Signals: Stationary Branes
The simplest solutions to equations (6.20) and (6.22) are those desribing a stationary
seond brane; in this setion we will investigate the appropriate onditions and the ratio of
distanes travelled on eah brane in a ertain time interval. Setting R˙ = R¨ = 0 in (6.21)
and (6.22) trivially gives the well known onditions on η2 and p2 ≡ P2/σ whih ensure that
the seond brane does not move:
η2 =
sinhµR− η0 cosh µR
cosh µR− η0 sinhµR , (6.23)
p2 = −1
3
sinhµR− η˜0 cosh µR
coshµR− η˜0 sinhµR −
2
3
η2. (6.24)
Note that if we demand standard osmology on our brane at late times then this requires
that both η0 and η˜0 tend to 1 (not zero as [26℄ have suggested). This results in the
equation of state of the seond brane beoming −η2 = p2 = 1 whih is equivalent to
−ρ2 = P2 = 6µ/κ2, the onditions in the original Randall-Sundrum two brane senario.
Assuming the above form for the energy and pressure densities on the seond brane, we
now just have to evaluate the distanes travelled by null signals between times t1 and t2 on
either brane:
D1 =
∫ t2
t1
1
a0
dt, D2 =
∫ t2
t1
√
n2(t,R(t)) − R˙2
a2(t,R(t)) dt, (6.25)
however sine we have assumed a stationary seond brane, D2 simplies to beome
D2 =
∫ t2
t1
n(t,R(t))
a(t,R(t)) dt =
∫ t2
t1
coshµR− η˜0 sinhµR
a0(cosh µR− η0 sinhµR)dt. (6.26)
As mentioned before, a standard equation of state on our brane leads to η˜0 having the form
η˜0 = η0 − qρ/σ and therefore,
D2 =
∫ t2
t1
[
1
a0
+
(qρ/σ) sinhµR
a0(cosh µR− (1 + ρ/σ) sinhµR)
]
dt (6.27)
= D1 + ∆D. (6.28)
Rewriting the Friedman equation for our brane in terms of ρ/σ gives H20 = µ
2q2((ρ/σ)2 +
2ρ/σ). This, and the fat that ρ = λ/aq0 allows the ∆D integral to be onverted into the
following form:
∆D =
A(R)
µ(σλ)1/q
∫ u2
u1
du
u1/q
√
2u+ 1(u−A(R)) (6.29)
where u = σ/ρ and all the information on the seond brane's position has been grouped into
A(R) = sinhµR/(cosh µR− sinhµR). The integral in (6.25) an be similarly onverted,
and we then obtain the ratio of the extra distane travelled on the seond brane, divided
by the distane travelled on our brane in the same time,
∆D
D1
= qA(R)
(∫ u2
u1
du
u1/q
√
2u+ 1(u−A(R))
)(∫ u2
u1
du
u1/q
√
2u+ 1
)−1
. (6.30)
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We now need to determine the possible limits on u1 and u2. Obviously the ontribution
of the integral to ∆D for values of u greater than (q + 1)A(R) will be less than the or-
responding ontribution to D1 and so we hoose the upper limit on u2 to be (q + 1)A(R),
as a larger u2 is of no interest. The minimum possible value of u1 is slightly harder to nd
as it is onstrained by requiring that the energy densities of both branes remain below the
5-dimensional Plank mass limit
ρ ≤ M45 ⇒ u =
σ
ρ
≤ 6M
2
5
M24
=
6
M
, (6.31)
where we have dened M to be the dimensionless ratio of the squares of the four- and
ve-dimensional Plank masses M ≡ M24 /M25 . Demanding a similar onstraint on ρ2 and
using the stability ondition given by (6.23), results in the following ondition
|ρ2| ≤ M45 ⇒ |η2| =
|ρ2|
σ
≤ M
6
(6.32)
⇒ η0 cosh µR− sinhµR
coshµR− η0 sinhµR ≤
M
6
. (6.33)
This an be rearranged and expressed in terms of u using the fat that η0 = 1 + 1/u, to
give the onstraint on u that ensures that |ρ2| is always less than M45 :
u ≥ M tanhµR+ 6
(M − 6)(1 − tanhµR) . (6.34)
In the next two setions we will use this onstraint to determine u1 whih orresponds to
the earliest possible time that a null signal an set o along the seond brane. We examine
both the near brane (µR≪ 1) and the far brane (µR ≫ 1) limits.
6.4 Near Brane Limit
We will now evaluate the integral expression for ∆D/D1 given by (6.30), in the small µR
limit. The minimum possible value of the inter-brane distane R will be the inverse of
the 5D Plank mass: R ≥ 1/M5 and for a osmologially realisti brane µ is given by
µ = M35 /M
2
4 , leading to the relation
µR ≥ M
2
5
M24
=
1
M
. (6.35)
If we therefore assume 1/M ≤ µR ≪ 1, we then nd that in this limit A(R) ≃ µR and
therefore that u1 < u2 = (q + 1)A(R)≪ 1. Equation (6.30) an then be approximated by
∆D
D1
≃ qA(R)
(∫ (q+1)A(R)
u1
du
u1/q(u−A(R))
)(∫ (q+1)A(R)
u1
du
u1/q
)−1
. (6.36)
If we now assume that our brane is undergoing radiation dominane by setting q = 4, the
rst integral on the right hand side of (6.36) an be integrated to give
A
1
4
∫ u2
u1
du
u1/4(u−A(R)) =
2 arctan
[(
u2
A
) 1
4
]
− 2 arctan
[(
u1
A
) 1
4
]
+ ln
(u2A ) 14 − 1(u1
A
) 1
4 − 1
.
(u1
A
) 1
4 + 1(u2
A
) 1
4 + 1
 ,
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and the seond integral is trivially given by∫ u2
u1
du
u1/4
=
4
3
(u
3
4
2 − u
3
4
1 ). (6.37)
From above we take u2 = (q + 1)A(R) = 5A(R), and therefore we just need to evaluate
u1/A(R) in the small µR limit using equation (6.34)
u1
A(R)
=
M tanhµR + 6
(M − 6) tanhµR ≃ 1 +
3
2MµR . (6.38)
Replaing the values for u1 and u2 into the expression for ∆D/D1 and ignoring all sub-
dominant terms, nally gives the ratio of the maximum extra distane travelled by a null
signal on the seond brane ompared to the rst in the near brane limit as
∆D
D1
≃ 1.28 ln(MµR). (6.39)
The value of M5 is onstrained by nuleosynthesis suh that M5 ≥ 30TeV. This leads to
the orresponding onstraint on the dimensionless ratio M to be
M =
M24
M25
< 1029. (6.40)
In order for the above approximations to be valid µR must satisfy µR < 10−2, therefore
(6.39) beomes
∆D
D1
≃ 80. (6.41)
This shows that any seemingly aausal eets due to signals travelling on the seond brane
as opposed to our brane are too small to solve the osmologial horizon problem in the
(R ≪ 1/µ) limit. Another important point is that ∆D is only signiantly greater than
D1 for a very brief time, shortly after the big bang. If the signals were to travel for
longer periods, say until u2 = 1 then the distane ratio would beome muh less than 1:
∆D/D1 ≃ µR ln(MµR) as an be seen from (6.36).
6.5 Far Brane Limit
In this Setion we investigate the behaviour of null signals travelling on the seond brane
when the inter-brane distane is large (R ≫ 1/µ). The fat that the seond brane has to
be loser to our brane than the horizon implies that we will be examining signals that are
travelling at late times with respet to our Universe, as opposed to the previous Setion
where the only interesting situations ourred at early times.
In the R≫ 1/µ limit, the funtion A(R) beomes very large and an be approximated
by
A(R) = tanhµR
1− tanhµR ≃
1
2
e2µR. (6.42)
As before, we will require the ratios u2/A(R) = (q + 1) and u1/A(R) whih is obtained
from equation (6.34) and is approximately given by
u1
A(R)
=
M tanhµR + 6
(M − 6) tanhµR ≃ 1 +
12
M
. (6.43)
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Therefore both u1 and u2 are exponentially large and so the expression for ∆D/D1 given
by equation (6.30) an be simplied in the large R limit to
∆D
D1
≃ qA(R)
∫ (q+1)A(R)
(1+ 12
M
)A(R)
du
u
1
q
+ 1
2 (u−A(R))
(∫ (q+1)A(R)
(1+ 12
M
)A(R)
du
u
1
q
+ 1
2
)−1
. (6.44)
Assuming radiation dominane, the rst integral on the right hand side of (6.44) an be
solved to give
A
3
4
∫ u2
u1
du
u3/4(u−A(R)) =
−2 arctan
[(
u2
A
) 1
4
]
+ 2arctan
[(
u1
A
) 1
4
]
+ ln
(u2A ) 14 − 1(u1
A
) 1
4 − 1
.
(u1
A
) 1
4 + 1(u2
A
) 1
4 + 1
 ,
whih when ombined with (6.44) and (6.43), and after all subdominant terms are negleted,
results in the following expression for the extra distane travelled on the seond brane in
the far brane limit
∆D
D1
≃ 2 ln(M). (6.45)
Note that if instead of radiation domination we had hosen matter domination and set
q = 3, the leading term given in equation (6.45) would not have been altered. Replaing
into (6.45) the maximum possible value of M ≃ 1029 leads to the nal result
∆D
D1
≃ 130. (6.46)
Unlike when R ≪ 1/µ, here ∆D is signiantly greater than D1 for an extended period
of time. Solving the Friedman equation gives the late time relation between u and the osmi
time t as measured on our brane to be u ≃ µ2q2t2/2. This implies that ∆D > D1 during a
time interval of ∆t ≃ (M24 /2M35 ) exp(µR) = 1027 exp(µR)TeV−1. However, as an be seen
from equation 6.44, if limits for the integral for ∆D/D1 are suh that u2 ≫ u1, then any
aausal eet beomes negligible. Taking u1 to be just before reombination and u2 at the
present day leads to u1 ∼ 1012 and u2 ∼ 1021, and therefore the horizon problem annot be
solved in this manner, though this eet may have important onsequenes in other areas
of osmology suh as struture formation. One should note that the eetiveness of the
aausality would also be lessened by the time taken for signals to ross between the branes.
6.6 Aausal Signals: Moving Branes
Up till now we have been examining the possibility of aausal signals travelling along sta-
tionary branes. It is however interesting to onsider the eet of allowing the branes to
move. As will be shown, for a general osmologial senario the equation of motion of
the seond brane is very diult to solve; various qualitative features an, however, be
investigated and will be disussed in this setion. We start with the equation for the time
dependent inter-brane spaing R(t), derived previously (6.21)
R˙
n
=
(
− a
′a˙
a2n
+ µ2η2
√
η22 − 1
)(
a˙2
n2a2
+ µ2η22
)−1
. (6.47)
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This an be rewritten using equations (6.17), (6.19), (6.6) and (6.7) as
R˙
n
=
H0(η0 cosh µR− sinhµR) + µη2H2(cosh µR− η0 sinhµR)2
(η0 cosh µR− sinhµR)2 +H22(cosh µR− η0 sinhµR)2
. (6.48)
For the trivial ase where η2 is onstant and therefore H2 = 0, equation (6.48) an easily
be solved numerially as was done in [26℄. For a osmologially realisti ase where η2 is
time dependent, the solution is less easily obtained. If, for example, we assume a standard
equation of state on the seond brane: P2 = ω2ρ2 whih provided ω2 > −1, implies that
ρ2 ∝ 1/aq22 , we an then solve the Friedman equation
H22 =
1
a22
(
da2
dτ
)2
=
1
q22η
2
2
(
dη22
dτ
)2
= µ2(η22 − 1), (6.49)
to give η2 = −1/ sin(q2µτ) and H2 = µ2/ tan(q2µτ). However, to solve equation (6.48) we
need to know η2 and H2 in terms of t: our osmi time, whih is related to the seond
branes osmi time τ by
dτ =
√
n2 − R˙2 dt. (6.50)
This makes it muh more diult to solve for R˙ and due to this added level of ompliation
we leave a more general study of (6.48) to future work. We now examine the situation
qualitatively and argue that aausality in the moving brane model is not appreiably greater
than in the stati ase.
From equation (6.47) it an be seen immediately that sine a′ < 0 for 0 < R < yh, then
if η2 > 0 then R˙ > 0 for all R and the seond brane will move away from our brane and
freeze out at the horizon, whih has a time dependent position given by yh = arctan(1/η0).
If η2 < 0, then R˙ = 0 only when
µη2 =
a′(t,R)
a(t,R) . (6.51)
Requiring also that R¨ = 0 gives the onditions for stationary branes as disussed
previously. The stability of a stationary seond brane has been investigated in [26℄ where
it was shown that if both branes are de Sitter the equilibrium position is unstable, while if
both branes are anti-de Sitter then it is stable. For our purposes, we only need to examine
the ase where the seond brane moves in the positive y diretion and freezes out at the
horizon, as the other possibilities are that the seond brane approahes our brane and
ollides with it whih is physially unaeptable, or that the seond brane is stable: the
ase whih has been examined previously.
If the seond brane does freeze out, then R → yh and R˙ → n(t, R) as an be heked
from equation (6.47). The expression for the distane travelled on the seond moving brane
is
D2 =
∫ t2
t1
√
n2(t,R(t)) − R˙2
a2(t,R(t)) dt, (6.52)
whih will therefore tend to zero as R˙ → n(t, R). Another problem is the distane that
signals have to travel to return. In order for there to be a signiant aausal eet, the
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null signal has to be travelling on the seond brane for a substantial amount of time and
therefore would be a large distane away from our brane when starting to return. The
ombination of these two eets: the distane travelled by a null signal on the seond brane
frozen at the horizon tending to zero, and the large distane returning signals would have
to travel, suggest that little or no aausal eets would be observed on our brane.
7. Disussion
We have investigated the behaviour of null geodesis in several ve-dimensional brane world
senarios. In the single brane ase it was shown that apparent ausality violations aused
by suh signals taking shortuts through the bulk were small. The ratio of the speed of
ve-dimensional gravity signals to the speed of four-dimensional light cg/cγ was found to be
in general not more than two. The eets of introduing a non-zero Weyl tensor omponent
and of relaxing the mirror (or Z2) symmetry were examined and shown in general to derease
the observed aausality.
It was found that during early times in the Universe many geodesis would return to
our brane, as opposed to late times when most of the geodesis leaving our brane freeze out
at the horizon. This is understandable, as at late times (ρ → 0) the osmologial metris
that were onsidered tend to the standard Randall-Sundrum metri whih, as previously
disussed, results in geodesis not returning. The behaviour of these geodesis ould be
used in onjuntion with the temperature dependent prodution rate of gravitons to exatly
determine the amount of energy lost to the bulk throughout the history of the Universe as
is disussed in [32℄.
Analysis of the two brane senario (with w = f = k = 0) shows that signals an in
some situations travel along the seond brane signiantly faster than along our brane.
This eet, however, would only last for a ertain time depending on the position of the
seond brane. In the near brane limit (µR ≪ 1) this period is very brief and any aausal
eets would beome negligible when longer time intervals are onsidered. In the far brane
limit (µR ≫ 1) however, the period of interest an last for ∆t ≃ 1027 exp(µR)TeV−1and
it was found that the apparent speeds of null signals were approximately 130 times faster
on the seond brane than on the rst. It should be noted that a non-zero w and f would
lessen the above eet as the ruial ratio n(t,R)/a(t,R) is largest only when w = f = 0.
Another fator that would detrat from the eetiveness of this mehanism in the far brane
limit is the time taken for signals to travel between the two branes.
In neither one nor two brane senarios are the possible aausal eets signiant enough
to enable us to solve the osmologial horizon problem. The inrease in the gravitational
partile horizon ould, however, have important eets on other areas of osmology suh as
the initial onditions of ination, struture formation and the prodution of topologial de-
fets. It would also tehnially be possible to measure the time delay between the detetion
of gravitational waves and light waves from a partiular osmi event; however, we believe
that this would require signiant advanes in gravitational wave detetor tehnology.
There is also the possibility that a higher dimensional model ould produe a large
enough aausal eet to solve the horizon problem [3340℄. Unfortunately, we are urrently
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unaware of any metris in (d+1) dimensions with d > 4 where aausal signals are possible.
For example there have been several six-dimensional `brane world' models proposed that
have a metri Ansatz of the general form
ds2 = φ2(xi)ηαβ(x
ν)dxαdxβ + gjk(x
i)dxjdxk, (7.1)
where α, β, and ν run aross time and normal spae dimensions (0 to 3) and i and j run
aross the two extra spatial dimensions (5 to 6). It an be seen that no aausal eets are
possible sine both the time and the three-dimensional spatial omponents of the metri
have the same dependene on the extra dimensions, unlike the ve-dimensional ase where
n(t, y) 6= a(t, y). A fully osmologial six-dimensional metri ould however overome this
problem.
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